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The ninja team up to protect the Sword of Fire!
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BONUS:
Color in
Olivia and
her car!
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What kind
of songs do
planets sing?
Neptunes!

CRAZY

CONSTELLATIONS!
Olivia has gone out in her Exploration Car on this starry night to look for constellations.
(A constellation is a group of stars that look like they form a picture in the sky.) She has found lots
of constellations, but some of them are pretty silly! Connect the dots to see what Olivia sees.

One of the constellations you traced is a REAL constellation you can see in the sky! Which one is it?
BONUS: What is its name?
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ANSWER: D. The Big Dipper

X
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Welcome to the
new issue of LEGO Club
Junior! Just like LEGO bricks
work together to make a model,
friends work together to get
things done. This issue is all
about teamwork.
®

Whether it’s ninja
trying to save the world
or Super Heroes out to catch
the bad guys, see how many
teams you can spot in this
magazine!

TELL A FRIEND

ABOUT
LEGO CLUB!
®

HEY CLUB MEMBER!
If you know someone who might like to sign-up for LEGO Club,
then you can help them by showing them the LEGO Club website!

LEGO.com/club

MAX’S ADVENTURES!

Sorry,
Max, had the
cue card the
wrong way
again.

CUT!

and they
sure make m
e
look good!

You
know, a lot of
people have to
work together as a
team to create this
magazine. Everyone
works hard and
does their job
right!

Doog kool
em ekam erus
yeht dna!

MOM AND DAD

LEGO Club Junior Magazine is designed to give your child hours of fun, whether they are exploring it on
their own or sharing it with you. In this issue, kids can laugh with the adventures of the LEGO Juniors
NINJAGO™ ninja, meet the brave LEGO City firefighters, and have mixed-up fun with the MIXELS™ in
Mixopolis. Look for “Family Fun” suggestions for how you can expand the ideas shown here to create
an even richer experience for your child.

LEGO Club
PO Box 1157
Enfield, CT
06083-1157

Follow me and
my friends through the
magazine as we look for LEGO
bricks to build the model at
the end of the issue!

Hey Max! I
think I’ve found
the first brick we
need!
3
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SNEAKING UP ON THE

SERPENTINE!
The evil Serpentine are
plotting to steal the
legendary Sword of Fire.

We have to
sneak up on the
snakes if we want to stop
them. So everybody has
to be quiet.

But the brave ninja are
planning a surprise.
I’m
here!

Got it.

Shhhh!
Not so loud.

SC R E

Right.

ECH
If you have
to talk, do it in a
whisper.
Right, and be
careful where you step
so you don’t break
any twigs.

This is a supersecret mission. We
have to be quiet.

Tell that to
the rock I just
stubbed my toe
on. Ouch!

Okay, I –
OWWWW!

4
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You’re
kidding, right?

Okay, it’s
more important
than ever now not to
make a sound.

I must
be allergic to
snakes!

H OO !

AA

H
AA

-C

O
HO

Is that
what I
think it
is?

It must be the
dreaded Aaa-Choo bird
that flies through the night,
looking for snakes to
eat! Run!

!
A-CHOO!

CH
A A-

OO !

Sorry, can’t
fight right now!
Have to run!

Ha!
We’ve got
you!

Call
us next
Wednesday!

Ninjaaaaa-GO!
Ahh-CHOO!

Gee, I wish
everything was
that easy.

Yeah, but
I’m busy next
Wednesday.

Anybody
got a
tissue?

Great job
finding that 1x2
brick, Kai!

It takes a
Ninja to spot a
LEGO® brick!

END!
5
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VERY BUSY

VEHICLES!

One of these vehicles and drivers is going to be awarded the key to LEGO City
for all the hard work they do. But no one can remember which one! Can you
help the folks at LEGO City figure out who should get the award?

HINT 1:

HINTS:

This vehicle has
wheels.

HINT 2:

This vehicle is not
used for vacations.

®

HINT 3:

This vehicle does
not fly.

CAN YOU MATCH THE DRIVER TO THE CORRECT VEHICLE?

7437-06-07-usma-g_CityVehicles 1

AWARD ANSWER: The Garbage Truck.

6

2

Look at that
nice yellow
tan! This
minifigure just
got back from
his vacation!

3

She has a
need for
speed and
loves the
clouds!

4

This minifigure
works hard
keeping
LEGO City
Clean.

DRIVER MATCH ANSWERS: From left to right: 4, 2, 1, 3

1

This minifigure
really likes
swimming,
and instead of
saying yes, he
says “Aye aye!”
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THE LEGO®
CITY SPACE

B U I LD I N G

CONTEST

Cooper W.

Cooper Z.

Felix R.

Miriam .I

W INNE RS !

Really? Out
of thousands of
bricks, this is your
favorite?
Eli & Benjamin E.

Uh... how
many bricks
do we have to
find?

Great, you
found another
one! This is my
favorite brick!

7
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CATCH THE SUPER

VILLAINS!
Catwoman™, Bane™ and Captain Cold™
have robbed the city. Batman™, Robin™
and the Flash™ have teamed up to
capture them. Help the heroes make it
through the maze and catch the villains!

Hey,
Flash,
want to
race?

Yeah, I’m
going to beat
you both!

Please
tell me you’re
joking!

Chill out,
guys, they’ll never
find us!

8

All DC characters and elements © & TM DC Comics (s15)
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WIN

A LEGO®
JUNIORS NINJAGO
LOST TEMPLE ™

SET!

LLOYD VS. LASHA

BUILDING CONTEST!

The wicked Serpentine, Lasha, is on the loose and Lloyd has to stop him. But he doesn’t have a car, boat, or
plane to do it with. Help Lloyd by building him a vehicle he can use to stop this bad snake, using pieces from
your LEGO collection. You could be one of five winners of a LEGO Juniors NINJAGO™ Lost Temple set!
®

HOW TO ENTER
1 Build a vehicle that Lloyd can use to
catch Lasha, using pieces from your
LEGO collection.

4 Ask a parent or guardian to print out and complete
the contest entry form, sign it and then either take
a clear picture of the form, or scan it.

2 Go to LEGO.com/club

5 Email the form along with a picture of your model
to USClubContests@LEGO.com with ‘LEGO
Juniors NINJAGO Contest’ in the subject line.

3 Click on ‘Parents’ in the top menu and
select the link to the contest entry form.

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY APRIL 22ND, 2016!
SEE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ONLINE WITH ENTRY FORM.

JUNIOR JOKES!
Hey,
Lasha, want to
try a tongue
twister?

Ssssssure!
Ssssssounds
like fun!

Hahaha!
That Max is
hilarious!

ANSWER:
10 snakes

7437-08-09-usma-g_SuperHeroesMaze_TopicsComp 2

Okay,
here goes. She
sells seashells
Ah,
by the seashore,
that’s too
and –
hard for a
snake!

Great,
you found
another brick!
Thank you!

SHAKEY SNAKEY!

Some of Lasha’s friends have gotten
together for a group hug. Can you count
how many snakes there are in this picture?

Well, you
know what they say:
“Where there’s smoke,
there’s fire. Where
there’s Max, there’s
building.”
9
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DAD’S

MAD DASH!

The garbage truck has come and gone, but Dad was late taking the
trash out. Now he’s trying to catch the truck, but watch out!
There are all sorts of things waiting to trip him. Color in this scene
before he goes flying and the trash goes everywhere!

Did
we forget
something?

An air
freshener?

Let’s hurry and
find the brick on this
page. It really stinks –
Whoops!

Good boy!
Great job at sniffing
out that LEGO
brick!
®

Forget
digging holes, this
dog is ready to
build!

10
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COLORED BY:
__________________________
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MIXOPOLIS

MUSIC MIX-UP!

It was a typical day in the city of Mixopolis.
The Mixies music team got together to
practice for their next concert. Guitar, drum,
and trumpet music filled the air.
At the headquarters of the Mixopolis City
Police Department, the phone rang.
“MCPD, can I help you?” said Kuffs.

“Yes, I have a complaint about those
Mixies!” said Paladum. “Somebody needs
to stop them!”
“We’ll get right on it,” said Kuffs. He and
two other MCPD officers, Busto and Tiketz,
raced into action.

FAMILY FUN:

The mixed-up MIXELS™ can inspire creativity and imagination in your child by
encouraging them to play in a whole new way! Parents and siblings can join in too! Try out this fun
name game with family and friends: Name Remix! Simply swap the first letter of your first name with
the first letter of your last name for an all-new identity: Lucy Miller becomes Mucy Liller!

12

LEGO, the LEGO logo and MIXELS are trademarks of the LEGO Group. © 2016 the LEGO Group. TM and © 2016 Cartoon Network.
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When they reached the home
of the Mixies, they could hear
the music playing. Paladum
and two other members of the
Medival tribe, Camillot and
Mixadel, were waiting outside.
They looked angry.
“What’s the problem?” said Busto.
“It’s the music,” said Camillot.
“They are not playing loud
enough. We can still hear
other things.”

“The MCPD will take care of this,”
said Tiketz. They pounded on the
door. When Tapsy opened up,
Tiketz said, “You are playing too
quietly and not disturbing the
neighborhood. That is a big crime.
You’d better start obeying the law
or we will put you in jail.”
“Yes, sir!” said Tapsy. A minute
later, he and Jamzy and Trumpsy
started playing so loudly that the
ground shook. Everyone started
to dance.
Another case closed by the MCPD!

What do
you think we’ll
be building?

I hope it’s a
giant taco!
I love tacos!

I hope we
build a fire
engine!

Hey Jamsy! I’m
glad we’ve got your
help too!

I found a
Max, brick! ...I
mean, I found a
brick, Max!

13
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2 Click on ‘Parents’ in the top menu and select the
link to the Cool Creations submission form.

Aiden Y., TX
Jack B., TX

1 Go to LEGO.com/club

SUPERHERO
GO SHIP

Got an awesome model of your own that you would
like to see in Cool Creations? Then send us a photo!

WAR AND PEACE

COOL
CREATIONS
3 Ask a parent or guardian to print out and complete
the Cool Creations submission form, sign it and then
either take a clear picture of the form, or scan it.
4 Email the form along with your photo to
USClubJRCoolCreations@LEGO.com

THE SCHOOL
PLAYGROUND
Jimmy Y., IL

Please email color photos only. Due to the high volume of entries
we receive, not all photos can be shown in the magazine. Only
models made with all LEGO elements can be featured.
®

Look at all these
awesome Cool Creations!
Here's a tip: if you're ever stuck
on a build or have run out of
ideas, grab a friend and
build with them!

JEDI MASTER'S TRAP
CASTLE AND KING CHAIR
Ollie N., MD

LEGO CHURCH
®

Soren A., MA

14
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Wyatt B.

Owen B.

Griffen S., TX

CHRISTMAS CASTLE

Kevin C., CA

FNAF SECURITY GUARD

Julia O.

Finn H., CA

STAR WARS™
SHIP PLANET

Clementine P., CA

BAT-SPIDER
CAVE
Riley J.

CAR CLUB

Krish R.

Tyson S., FL

CACTUS

Nathan T., MA

POLICE
STATION

Mason S., OR

T
BUILD MAX A GIF

CONTEST
WINNERS!

ZOO

Francis W., CA

I can't wait to
build this model!
It's gonna be
AWESOME!

15
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BUILD RACE CARS

WITH A FRIEND!
1. START BY BUILDING A SIMPLE BASE!

1

4

5
2

4x

L
FINA
3

We made it
back to the Club
house with all
the bricks!

Let’s start
building!

It takes a
Ninja to spot
a great builder...
There’s one holding
this magazine!

I can’t wait
to take a ride
in the car we
build!

I’m going
to build a super
fast car!

16
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There’s nothing like building side by side with a friend or
family member. And there’s nothing like the fun of a car race!
Get together with a friend, sibling or parent and you can both
build the model on this page. You can use LEGO Classic bricks
or pieces from your own collection. When you are both done,
get ready to race!
®

2. THEN USE YOUR LEGO BRICKS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR CREATION!

Here are
some cool crazy
cars that Max and his
friends made! What
kind of cars will you
and your friends
build?

FAMILY FUN

Did you know there is an entire library of LEGO building instructions online?
Just go to LEGO.com/club and click on “Build”. You’ll find models that you
and your child can build together, as well as pictures and building ideas that
are sure to inspire hours of free-building fun for you and your little one!
17
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GET READY FOR THE ROYAL BALL IN

WHISKER HAVEN!

The Palace Pets™ are getting ready
for a royal ball...but uh oh! They’ve
lost some of the accessories they
need to get ready! Search Whisker
Haven high and low for their
accessories so they can get to the
royal ball on time!
18
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FIND:
4 crowns

3 brushes

3 royal treats

2 pairs of scissors

2 pink bows
© Disney
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MEET THE

PALACE
PETS™!
TREASURE

A very curious kitten
that loves the water!
Prince Eric’s sailors
found Treasure and kept
her on board the ship,
where Ariel met her.

PUMPKIN

Pumpkin was an
anniversary present
to Cinderella from
the Prince! This
glamorous puppy loves
to attend royal balls,
twirl and dance.

DAISY

Daisy is Rapunzel’s pet
pup. She loves to use
her scissors to give
her furry friends a trim
now and then at her
Beauty Salon.

DREAMY

Since Aurora found
Dreamy, they haven’t
left each other. When
this sleepy kitten isn’t
taking a nap, she likes
chasing butterflies!

WINDFLOWER
BONUS:
Color in
the Palac
e
Pets™!

ors

Pocahontas’ pet raccoon
is mischievous and fun!
When she’s not busy
playing practical jokes
on her friends, she loves
to dance.
19
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Oh no!
We lost Spot
again!

Maybe
he’ll come if we
bark. How do you
say “treat” in
woofs?

PAWPRINT PUZZLE!

The LEGO City Fire Department dog, Spot, has gone missing! Follow his wet pawprints to
answer the questions below and help the firefighters find their missing puppy!
®

1. Did Spot go around or
over the fire hydrant?
A. Around
B. Over

2. Which wheel on the fire
engine did Spot stop to sniff?
A. Front wheel
B. Back wheel

3. Where is Spot?
A. Hiding behind the ladder!
B. Hiding behind the oil barrel!
ANSWERS: 1. A, 2. A, 3. B
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